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To help you make the right decision for your organisation’s needs, we’ve lined up all the business-critical features of three 

leading platforms – Cisco Webex Teams, Zoom and Microsoft Teams – so you can easily compare.

Cisco Webex Teams vs 
Zoom vs Microsoft Teams
Compare collaboration platforms to find the best fit for your organisation

Caters for up to 200 users. Start or join 
impromptu meetings with individuals or a group.

Up to 100 participants by default, with the 
ability to upgrade to 1000 participants.

Maximum limit of 300 participants in 
each meeting.

Switch between three different video views and 
see up to 25 participants at the same time.

Up to 49 participants can be viewed at once 
via in-screen video.

View up to 49 people on a call or use 
virtual viewing modes to mimic in-person 

gatherings.

Brainstorm with participants via 
whiteboarding or screensharing with 

annotations. Share �les and messages 
with in-meeting chat.

Uses an in-meeting whiteboard and allows 
multiple users to share screens at once. Send 

group or individual messages in chat, with 
guests able to “raise their hands” for questions.

Users can ink simultaneously on virtual 
whiteboards, or use a content camera to view 
in-room whiteboards. Connect through chat 

with a variety of personalised options.

Recorded meetings can be accessed via a 
link that appears in the Webex Teams space 

after the meeting ends.

Paid subscribers can record meetings and 
save the video, audio and chat text.

Record, process and access meetings 
on-demand from Stream in the cloud.
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End-to-end encryption of all messages, 
�les and whiteboard drawings. For
added control, manage your own

encryption keys on-premises.

Recently released an end-to-end-encrypted 
meeting option.

Data is encrypted in transit, at every stage 
of the data journey, and at rest via 

SharePoint.

Determine who has access to spaces, and 
can delete �les and messages. 

Con�gurable to require passwords that 
match corporate standards.

After a history of lax privacy, the platform now 
offers password protection and 2-factor 

authentication.

Built-in security features and customisation 
options allowing end-users to set and 

enforce security protocols.SECURITY POLICIES

ENCRYPTION

To learn more or to get started on your collaboration journey, 
get in touch today at data3.com/solutions/mobility/collaboration/ 
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SECURITY

Native in-app VoIP capabilities with HD voice 
and video calling for desktop and mobile.

Consolidated phone system with the 
ability to move Zoom phone calls to Zoom 

video meetings.

Interface enhancements with speed dial, 
contacts, history, voicemail and a dial pad 

accessible via one screen.

Join persistent chat rooms to 
participate, catch-up and follow along 

with team conversations.
No persistent chat capabilities. Users can leave and return at any time, 

with the full chat history available to them.

Quick and easy file sharing that’s neatly 
organised, searchable, and saved alongside 

all your communication.

Share your screen and �les during 
meetings only.

Securely access, share, and collaborate on �les 
from anywhere with built-in access to 
SharePoint, OneDrive and OneNote.

Extend functionality of the platform by 
connecting your PC, Mac, iOS or Android 
device to a communal Webex Board or 

Room Kit.

Connect to conference rooms systems and 
run or join video meetings.

Pair with the Surface Hub or existing 
audio-visual assets to transform the 

meeting room experience. 
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